
STANDARD PLAN 30 MIN

SCRIPT BREAKDOWN 26 hrs

10 hrs

$643

50 hrs

$3,223

44 hrs

15 hrs

$948

75 hrs

$4,968

ASSET TRACKING

PHOTO PRINTING

MOBILE EFFICIENCY

TOTAL SAVINGS PER EPISODE

60 MIN

SyncOnSet is the world’s first digital continuity and 
workflow tool for creative departments during 
physical production. We help productions of all 
sizes save thousands of dollars by going digital.

Benefits Beyond the Numbers
Making your team more efficient with SyncOnSet not only reduces labor overages, but 
helps reduce continuity errors, lost assets, rental late fees, and gives back more time 
to the crew to focus on what they do best.

How we did these calculations:

Script Breakdown Savings: Our research indicates that manually breaking 
down a script takes 2 mins * # of Scenes + 1.5 hrs per revision * 6 Departments  
•  Asset Tracking: Average # costume, props, set dec inventory * 30 sec * # of 
redundant entries eliminated  •  Photo Savings: 39 cents/print * Average of 3 
Binders * Average # of continuity/location photos by department and project 
type  •  Mobile App & Efficiency Savings: Average # of SyncOnSet users * 15 
mins/day * 5 day shoot  •  Total Savings: Based on average $30/hr rate

Request a quote today and find out
what you could save with SyncOnSet

contact@synconset.com • (310) 451-1792

Syncing is Saving

Average Photo and Time Savings, per Episode
Costume, Make-up, Hair, Props, Set Dec, and Locations 

“SyncOnSet gives our costume 
department a central hub for 
information that we can all can share 
simultaneously. It expedites our 
process 10-fold.” 

KATHY HENDRICKS
COSTUMER

REVENGE, ABC STUDIOS

“SyncOnSet is an irreplaceable system in the 
Game of Thrones costume department. It 
provides a clear link for our continuity working 
between units. It saves us so much time when 
breaking down scripts. We would not be without 
SyncOnSet, today or tomorrow.” 

SHEENA WICHARY
COSTUME SUPERVISOR

GAME OF THRONES, HBO


